RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of works of art, scientific and technical drawings, photographs, and prints and pictorial works for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the claimant of renewal copyright. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry. References from the names of joint claimants and authors and from variant forms of names are interfiled.

A

ABOTT, JACOB BATES.
Timber wolf. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.
Caribou. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.
Aviation no. 9, V-81183. © 5Jul40; K92619. American Bank Note Co. (FWH); 10Jul67; N71374.

Bath Iron Works Corp. special V-81536. © 1Nov40; K97385. American Bank Note Co. (FWH); 3Dec67; N713422.

The beverage industry; V-81294. © 9Aug40; K97265. American Bank Note Co. (FWH); 4Dec67; N713419.

Commercial progress, no.2; V-81297. © 9Aug40; K97271. American Bank Note Co. & Canadian Bank Note Co. (FWH); 28Nov67; N729245.

Dr. T. V. Soong; V-81319. © 11Oct40; K97269. American Bank Note Co. (FWH); 4Dec67; N713420.

Science and commerce, no.2; V-81566. © 22Nov40; K97286. American Bank Note Co. & Canadian Bank Note Co. (FWH); 28Nov67; N729416.

Shih Fao Chai Wen Yin Shan Prov. 33x35. © 3Nov40; K97386. American Bank Note Co. (FWH); 4Dec67; N713423.

V-82147. © 23Sep40; K97270. American Bank Note Co. (FWH); 4Dec67; N713421.

ARCHULETA, EDUARDO LOZANO.
Electra the super woman, by Eduardo A. Lozano, pseud. © 3Mar40; GU72100. Eduardo Lozano Archuleta (A); 28Sep67; N713412.

BELLINI, GIOVANNI.
Saint Francis in ecstasy. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

BLOOM, VICTOR.
Speed Martin. See WHITMAN PUB, CO.

BRENT, CARL.
Sonnenthalmen. See HANFSTAENGL, FRANZ.

BROWN & BIGelow.
Little boatyard, Venice, Lionel Barrymore. © 27Dec39; K14968.

BUCH, HOS.
Dr. Hormone. See WHITMAN PUB, CO.

BUG, ROBERT.
Doctor Hormone. See WHITMAN PUB, CO.

BURROUGHs, EDGAR RICE.
For works in which Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of text. See BURROUGHS (EDGAR RICE) INC.

BURROUGHS (EDGAR RICE) INC.
John Carter of Mars. Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of text; John Coleman Burroughs, author of illus. (In The Funnies) © 15Sep40; K96519. Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. (FWH); 16Dec67; N719103.

John Carter of Mars; Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of text; John Coleman Burroughs, author of pictures. (In The Funnies) © 15Aug40; K96495. Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. (FWH); 16Dec67; N719103.


John Carter of Mars; Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of text; John Coleman Burroughs, author of pictures. (In The Funnies) © 15Jun40; K96495. Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. (FWH); 15Jul67; N719103.

John Carter of Mars; Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of text; John Coleman Burroughs, author of pictures. (In The Funnies) © 15Jun40; K96495. Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. (FWH); 10Jul67; N719103.

John Carter of Mars; Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of text; John Coleman Burroughs, author of pictures. (In The Funnies) © 15Jun40; K96495. Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. (FWH); 15Jul67; N719103.

B

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC.
Our hand has never lost its skill. • See SCHAEFER (P. & M.) BREWING CO.
Pint of man pouring beer in glass. • See SCHAEFER (P. & M.) BREWING CO.

D

DAMSKY, KAZIMIERZ JAN.
The bicycle of death, slow fire, target with rifle and revolver. © 30Dec39; K10596. Kazimierz Jan Daminski (A); 31Dec67; N729278.

PLICKER and snuffing blow fire, target with rifle and revolver. © 30Dec39; K10596. Kazimierz Jan Daminski (A); 31Dec67; N729278.

C

CANADIAN BANK NOTE CO.
Commercial progress, no.2. See AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

Science and commerce, no.2. See AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

COLLINS, ASHTON B.
I may be old folks, but not old fashioned. © 13Sep40; K96633. Ashton B. Collins (A); 15Oct67; N720153.

CMIK, GREGORY J., SR.
Knights of the dog house. © 22Dec39; K96620. Gregory J. Cmiik, Sr. (A); 13Dec67; N729420.

C

DAMSKY, KAZIMIERZ JAN.
The bicycle of death, slow fire, target with rifle and revolver. © 30Dec39; K10596. Kazimierz Jan Daminski (A); 31Dec67; N729278.

PLICKER and snuffing blow fire, target with rifle and revolver. © 30Dec39; K10596. Kazimierz Jan Daminski (A); 31Dec67; N729278.
SAINT FRANCIS in ecstasy, by Giovanni Bellini. © 1930. Private collection. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

STAIRWAY. © 1930. Private collection. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

FUERZ, GERHARD. Christus in der Vorhalle. See MUELLER (JOSEF) VERLAG ARS SANCRA. Jesus flights aus Nazareth. See MUELLER (JOSEF) VERLAG ARS SANCRA.

GAYLORD, BUB. The Sky Ranger. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

GENERAL BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY HOUSE, INC. Classification of the plant kingdom, by H. Snyder. (Turtox classroom chart) © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

Poisonous plants, by H. Snyder. (Turtox classroom chart) © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

SPIDER anatomy, by H. Snyder. (Turtox classroom chart) © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

GUTTMANN, BESSIE FEASE. Good morning. See GUTTMANN & GUTTMANN CO.

HARMONY. See GUTTMANN & GUTTMANN CO.

LITTLE mother. See GUTTMANN & GUTTMANN CO.

GUTTMANN & GUTTMANN CO. Good morning, by Bessie Fease Guttmann. © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

HANPFSTAEGL, FRANZ. An Chimsee, by Peter von Hess. © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

HANPFSTAEGL, FRANZ. $_{+$}$

HANPFSTAEGL, FRANZ. An Chimsee, by Peter von Hess. © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

HANPFSTAEGL, FRANZ. An Chimsee, by Peter von Hess. © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

HANPFSTAEGL, FRANZ. An Chimsee, by Peter von Hess. © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

HANPFSTAEGL, FRANZ. An Chimsee, by Peter von Hess. © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

HANPFSTAEGL, FRANZ. An Chimsee, by Peter von Hess. © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

HANPFSTAEGL, FRANZ. An Chimsee, by Peter von Hess. © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

HANPFSTAEGL, FRANZ. An Chimsee, by Peter von Hess. © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

HANPFSTAEGL, FRANZ. An Chimsee, by Peter von Hess. © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.

HANPFSTAEGL, FRANZ. An Chimsee, by Peter von Hess. © 1930. FRICK COLLECTION. 20c67; R18815-12699.
RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

Sharp-tailed grouse. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

Turk. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

IMMIGRANT, ALBERT. See GUTMANN & GUTMANN CO.

IMMIGRANT, ROSE. See GUTMANN & GUTMANN CO.

JAQUES, FRANCIS LEE. Pintail. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

Redhead. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

JENNY, BOB. The Masked Pilot. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

JONES, R. O. Faith of our fathers. See MESSENGER CORP.

JUNGMANN, JULIUS P. Sommerabend. See HANSTAENGL, FRANZ.

KENNEDY, KENNETH. Captain Tornado. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

KENT, WILLIAM. Martin the marvel man. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.


LAWRENCE, W. C. Great northern pike. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

Lake sturgeon. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

Small-mouth black bass. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

LITPON (THOMAS J.) INC. The. Imperial Gunpowder; green, 2 ozs. © 1Jan40; K29569. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (FWH); 7Sep67; H16553.

LITPON, THOMAS J. Green, orange pekoe & pekoe; yellow, 1-3/8 ozs. © 1Jan49; K29569. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (FWH); 7Sep67; H16553.

LITPON, THOMAS J. Young Hyson; green, 1-3/8 ozs. © 1Jan49; K29571. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (FWH); 7Sep67; H16553.

LOZANO, EDUARDO A.; pseud. See ARCHULETA, EDUARDO LOZANO.

MCMILLAN, A. Roy, king of the deep. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.
Daniel chooses right foods. © 1900s; K400, Providence Lithograph Co. (PFW); 160567; R13057.

Go and tell others. © 1900s; K400, Providence Lithograph Co. (PFW); 160567; R13057.

A good answer. © 1900s; K400, Providence Lithograph Co. (PFW); 160567; R13057.

On a hilltop in Jesus' land. © 1900s; K400, Providence Lithograph Co. (PFW); 160567; R13057.

Our minister, by W. J. Dyer. © 1900s; K400, Providence Lithograph Co. (PFW); 160567; R13057.

Working and worshipping, by Solomon. © 1900s; K400, Providence Lithograph Co. (PFW); 160567; R13057.

Q

QUANP, OTTO.
Kasperltheater. See HANSTEIN, FRANZ.

QUEEN, ELLERY.
The adventures of Ellery Queen. (In Crackajack Runnels, July 1940) © 1940; K400, Ellery Queen (A); 126667; R13057.

The adventures of Ellery Queen. (In Crackajack Runnels, August 1940) © 1940; K400, Ellery Queen (A); 126667; R13057.

Detective Ellery Queen. (In Crackajack Runnels, May 1940) © 1940; K400, Ellery Queen (A); 126667; R13057.

Ellery Queen in the adventure of the blood red stump. (In Crackajack Runnels, June 1940) © 1940; K400, Ellery Queen (A); 126667; R13057.

R

PETERS, ROBERT T.
Carolina paragon. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

House wren. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

Red-winged blackbird. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

Scarletanager. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

PORTANOVA, RITA A.
Project for proposed monument commemorating the Independence of North and South America, by Giovanni Battista Portanova. © 1930; K400, Giovanni Battista Portanova (W); 900567; R13057.

PITAS, NORMAN.
Spirit of '76. See SCHNEIDER DISTILLERS, INC.

PROVIDENCE LITHOGRAPH CO.
At work in the vineyard. © 1900s; K400, Providence Lithograph Co. (PFW); 160567; R13057.

PROVIDENCE LITHOGRAPH CO.
Jesse and the children. © 1900s; K400, Providence Lithograph Co. (PFW); 160567; R13057.

Christmas. By Wood. © 1900s; K400, Providence Lithograph Co. (PFW); 160567; R13057.
Pcmanian R.R. depot one.  © 29Aug39; 20Oct39; Roy Export Establishment (FWM); 11Aug67; R41554.

Pcmanian R.R. depot two.  © 29Aug39; 30Sep60. Roy Export Establishment (FWM); 11Aug67; R41554.

Pcmanian R.R. depot three.  © 29Aug39; JS2870. Roy Export Establishment (FWM); 11Aug67; R41554.

Pcmanian R.R. depot four.  © 29Aug39; JS2872. Roy Export Establishment (FWM); 11Aug67; R41554.

Pcmanian R.R. depot five.  © 29Aug39; JS2872. Roy Export Establishment (FWM); 11Aug67; R41554.

Pcmanian R.R. depot six.  © 29Aug39; JS2873. Roy Export Establishment (FWM); 11Aug67; R41554.

Pcmanian R.R. depot seven.  © 29Aug39; JS2874. Roy Export Establishment (FWM); 11Aug67; R41554.

Pcmanian R.R. depot eight.  © 29Aug39; JS2875. Roy Export Establishment (FWM); 11Aug67; R41554.

Pcmanian R.R. depot nine.  © 29Aug39; JS2876. Roy Export Establishment (FWM); 11Aug67; R41554.

The fight with old Slewfoot, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan59. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

Pommer-wings, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

The Forrester's go to town, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

Jody and Flag, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

Jody and the Flutter-mill, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

Jody finds the fawn, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

Jody lost, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

Penny teaches Jody how to swim, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

Penny tells the story of the bear fight, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

The storm, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

The vigil, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

Wooden shack and out building behind a wooden fence . . . by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61. Charles Scribner's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420379.

SCHAEFER (F. & M.) BREWING CO.

ANY WAY you try it, anywhere you buy it, Schaefer is always beer at its best, by Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. © 20Dec39; R41512.

F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co. (FWM); 60Dec67; R419305.

Express. © 5May40; K18035. F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co. (FWM); 15Dec67; R419224.

Our hand has never lost its skill. By Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. © 13Jan40; R41511.

F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co. (FWM); 17Nov67; R422302.

Picture of man pouring beer in glass. By Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. © 18Apr40; R41510.

F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co. (FWM); 17Nov67; R4292301.

SCHENLEY DISTILLERS, INC.

The Declaration is signed, by Norman Price. © 8Jan40; R41492.

Schenley Distillers, Inc. (FWM); 13Oct67; R417914.

Spirits of Kentucky. By Norman Price. © 8Jan40; R41469.

Schenley Distillers, Inc. (FWM); 13Oct67; R417915.

SCHIFER (8 CHARLES) SONS.

For walking and meandering in woods followed by fawn, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61.

Charles Schiffer's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420351.

The burial of Pudder-Wing, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61.

Charles Schiffer's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420351.

The dance of the whooping cranes, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61.

Charles Schiffer's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420351.

The death of old Slewfoot, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61.

Charles Schiffer's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420351.

The fight at Volume, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61.

Charles Schiffer's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420351.

The flight of the black kite, by N. C. Wyeth. © 12Jan40; 03Jan61.

Charles Schiffer's Sons (FWM); 30Nov67; R420351.

SHEPHERD, DWIGHT.

On the glacier. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.

SHEPHERD, WIN.

Lonesey Luke. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

The O'Malley kids. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

PENNYTE, PETE. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

Pete and his pal Pudge. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

PETE and Pudge at the World's Fair. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

TIME marches back. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

SNYDER, H.

Classification of the plant kingdom. See GENERAL BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY HOUSE, INC.

Plant adaptations. See GENERAL BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY HOUSE, INC.

Poisonous plants. See GENERAL BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY HOUSE, INC.

Spider anatomy. See GENERAL BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY HOUSE, INC.

STOKER, B. C.

Phantasmagoria, master of the world. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

SUTTON, GEORGE M.

Red-headed woodpecker. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

THOMAS, FRANK.

The Ode. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

TITAN. See VECELLI, TIZIANO.

UNITED STATES BANKNOTE CORP.

SECURITY-COLUMBIAN BANKNOTE CO. DIVISION. See SECURITY-COLUMBIAN BANKNOTE CO.

VAN ANTWERP AGENCY, INC.

Don't take a chance, take a policy. © 22Dec39; K41061. Van Antwerp Agency, Inc. (FWM); 13Nov67; R429262.

VECELLI, TIZIANO.

Landscape with a sutra. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

VOSS, KITTY KEEVERS.

Story picture. © 3Aug39; GU13663. Kitty Keepers Voss (A); 3Jul67; R41962.

WEBER, WALTER A.

Roseate spoonbill. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

Sandhill crane. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION.

WHITEHALL, INC.

Mail-o-gram. © 13Nov09; K42669. Whitehall, Inc. (FWM); 13Nov67; R429269.

WHITMAN PUB. CO.

Ace Brady, super sleuth. (in Popular comics) © 3Jan40; K42670. Whitman Pub. Co. (FWM); 13Nov67; R429269.

Ace Brady, super sleuth. (in Popular comics) © 5Feb40; K42674. Whitman Pub. Co. (FWM); 13Nov67; R429269.


SMITH, WIN.

Lonesey Luke. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.

The O'Malley kids. See WHITMAN PUB. CO.
The Hurricane Kids, by Albert Hartje & Will Ely. (In Popular comics, Sept. 1940) © Kb7067; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17135.


Jack Wacker, by Ed Moore. (In Super comics) © Kb6276; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 11Sep67; R17104.

Jack Wacker, by Ed Moore. (In Super comics) © Kb6196; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 11Sep67; R17104.

Jack Wacker, by Ed Moore. (In Super comics) © Kb6276; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 11Sep67; R17104.

Jack Wacker, by Ed Moore. (In Super comics, June 1940) © Kb5079; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Jack Wacker, by Ed Moore. (In Super comics, July 1940) © Kb5079; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Jack Wacker, by Ed Moore. (In Super comics, Aug. 1940) © Kb5079; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Looney Lake, by Win Smith. (In Crackajack funny, Feb. 1940) © Kb6332; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Looney Lake, by Win Smith. (In Crackajack funny, Feb. 1940) © Kb6332; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Looney Lake, by Win Smith. (In Crackajack funny, Oct. 1940) © Kb6332; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Looney Lake in Time marches back, by Win Smith. (In Crackajack funny, Mar. 1940) © Kb6332; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Looney Lake in Time marches back, by Win Smith. (In Crackajack funny, Mar. 1940) © Kb6332; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Magic Morro, by Ken Ernst. (In Super comics) © Kb7067; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Magic Morro, by Ken Ernst. (In Super comics) © Kb7067; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Magic Morro, by Ken Ernst. (In Super comics, June 1940) © Kb7067; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Magic Morro, by Ken Ernst. (In Super comics, July 1940) © Kb7067; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Magic Morro, by Ken Ernst. (In Super comics, Aug. 1940) © Kb7067; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Morten the marine man, by Robert Bugg. (In Popular comics, Sept. 1940) © Kb7067; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.

Morten the marine man, by Robert Bugg. (In Popular comics, Sept. 1940) © Kb7067; Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17104.
The Masked Pilot, by Bob Jenny. (In Popular comics, July 1940) © 15Jan40; K44656. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17199.

The Masked Pilot, by Bob Jenny. (In Popular comics, Aug. 1940) © 1Jul40; X44657. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17199.

The Masked Pilot, by Bob Jenny. (In Popular comics, Sept. 1940) © 1Aug40; K44660. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17207.

The Masked Pilot, by Bob Jenny. (In Popular comics, Oct. 1940) © 1Sep40; X44662. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17250.

The O'Malley kids, by Win Smith. (In the Funnies) © 15Mar40; K44665. Whitman Pub. Co. (FWH); 11Sep67; R17154.

The O'Malley kids, by Win Smith. (In the Funnies) © 16Apr40; X44667. Whitman Pub. Co. (FWH); 11Sep67; R17151.

The O'Malley Kids: Fatasy and Michael, by Win Smith. (In the Funnies, June 1940) © 15May40; K44674. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHM); 13Sep67; R17235.

The Owl, (In Crackajack Funnelies, July 1940) © 1Jul40; K44669. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.

The Owl, by Frank Thomas. (In Crackajack Funnelies, Aug. 1940) © 1Jul40; K44674. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHM); 13Sep67; R17195.

The Owl, by Frank Thomas. (In Crackajack Funnelies, Sept. 1940) © 1Aug40; K44686. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHM); 13Sep67; R17195.

The Owl, by Frank Thomas. (In Crackajack Funnelies, Oct. 1940) © 1Sep40; K44699. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.


Penguin Pete and his pal Pudgie, by Win Smith. (In Popular comics) © 2Apr40; K44675. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 11Sep67; R17184.


Pete and his pal Pudgie, by Win Smith. (In Crackajack Funnelies, Aug. 1940) © 1Jul40; K44673. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.

Pete and his pal Pudgie, by Win Smith. (In Crackajack Funnelies, Oct. 1940) © 1Sep40; K44676. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.

Pete and his pal Pudgie, by Win Smith. (In Popular comics, June 1940) © 1May40; K44675. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.

Pete and Pudgie at the World's Fair, by Win Smith. (In Crackajack Funnelies, Sept. 1940) © 1Aug40; K44671. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.

Phantasm, master of the world, by E. C. Stoner. (In the Funnies, July 1940) © 15Jun40; K44681. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17127.

Phantasm, master of the world, by E. C. Stoner. (In the Funnies, Aug. 1940) © 15Jul40; K44689. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.


Fylon Pete, by James Miller. (In Popular comics) © 1Jul40; K44674. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.

Fylon Pete, by James Miller. (In Popular comics) © 1Aug40; K44670. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.

Fylon Pete, by James Miller. (In Popular comics) © 1Sep40; K44678. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.


Fylon Pete, by James Miller. (In the Funnies, Apr. 1940) © 16Apr40; K44691. Whitman Pub. Co. (FWH); 11Sep67; R17195.

Fylon Pete, by James Miller. (In the Funnies, May 1940) © 15May40; K44697. Whitman Pub. Co. (FWH); 11Sep67; R17195.

Speed Martin, by Victor Bloom. (In the Funnies, Mar. 1939) © 1Mar39; X44679. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 11Sep67; R17195.

Speed Martin, by Victor Bloom. (In the Funnies, Apr. 1940) © 16Apr40; K44692. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 11Sep67; R17195.


Speed Martin, by Victor Bloom. (In the Funnies, Apr. 1940) © 16Apr40; K44692. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 11Sep67; R17195.


Stratosphere Jim, by A. McWilliams. (In Crackajack Funnelies, Dec. 1939) © 2Dec39; X44674. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.

Stratosphere Jim, by A. McWilliams. (In Crackajack Funnelies, Feb. 1940) © 2Feb40; K44680. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.

Stratosphere Jim and his Flying Fortress, (In Crackajack Funnelies, July 1940) © 1Jul40; K44682. Whitman Pub. Co. (FHW); 13Sep67; R17195.
Time marches back, by Win Smith.
(In Crackajack Funnies, Oct. 1939)
Co. (FWM); 31Juil67; R414980.

Time marches back, by Win Smith.
(In Crackajack Funnies, Dec. 1939)
© 24Oct39; R45603. Whitman Pub.
Co. (FWM); 31Juil67; R414984.

WILLIAMS, WHEELER.
• Amphitrite; garden figure. © 6May40;
  035703. Wheeler Williams (A);
  3Aug67; R415061.
• Apollo; garden figure. © 6May40;
  035698. Wheeler Williams (A);
  3Aug67; R415046.
• Diana; garden figure. © 6May40;
  035689. Wheeler Williams (A);
  3Aug67; R415047.
• Hercules; garden figure. © 6May40;
  035701. Wheeler Williams (A);
  3Aug67; R415049.
• Mercury; garden figure. © 6May40;
  035696. Wheeler Williams (A);
  3Aug67; R415044.
• Neptune; garden figure. © 6May40;
  035697. Wheeler Williams (A);
  3Aug67; R415045.

WINTERHALTER, F.
Empress Eugenie and the ladies of her court. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC
SOCIETY, LTD.

WIREMAN.
Our minister. See PROVIDENCE LITHO-
GRAPH CO.

WOOD.
Celebrating Christmas. See PROVIDE-
ENCE LITHOGRAPH CO.

WOODVILLE, RICHARD CATON.
The first step. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC
SOCIETY, LTD.

Wyth, N. C.
For works by N. C. Wyeth. See SCRIBNER'S (CHARLES) SONS.
• Pan; garden figure. © 6May40;
  035700. Wheeler Williams (A);
  3Aug67; R415048.
• Venus; garden figure. © 6May40;
  035702. Wheeler Williams (A);
  3Aug67; R415050.